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side of the nose. The girl’s mother indulged
me by giving the whole history of the case,
the father confirming the statement as she
proceeded. It was shortly this :-One day
in the early stage of pregnancy, while busy
cleaning the house, the mother by accident
came in contact with a cage hanging from
the ceiling, in which was a linnet. The
concussion, together with the fluttering of
the bird, gave her a great start, from which
she had scarcely recovered, when the little
captive, finding its prison-door open,
escaped, and in its flight struck the woman’s
face on the corresponding identical spot to
where the mark is on the girl, who, by the
additional start, was quite stunned. The
occurrence took deep root it the woman’s
mind, and till the day the child was born
the circumstance constantly recurred to her
recollection with its full complement of
dreads.
2. While extracting a tooth for a young
woman my attention was drawn to a strange
appearance of the tongue, gums, and lining
membrane of the cheek of the side in which
the tooth was situated. The parts appeared
tumefied and ecchymosed, as if recently
injured. The mother of the young person
perceiving that I took particular notice of
the state of the mouth, removed the covering
from her daughter’s neck, and showed me a
tumour, of a black colour, situated under the
angle of the jaw of the same side, and told
me the following story :-A few weeks after
marriage, when on a visit to some of her
husband’s relations, at dinner she was pre-
sented with a piece of black pudding. It
seems that knives’and forks were not used
on this occasion, a circumstance which made 
the young wife a little uneasy. She ex-

perienced a strange confusion, and was sen-
sible of blushing at her awkwardness, but
unwilling to offer any objection to the
fashion of the family, accepted the pudding
and began to eat. A small piece had been
masticated, but she could not swallow it.
In her confusion a second piece was tried,
but, in the act of breaking it off with the

teeth, the pudding slipped from her fingers
and, in the effort to catch it, it was com-

pressed against the upper part of the neck,
between the ear and chin. Her confusion
was increased manifold, and for a long time
she could not forget the circumstance. With-
out any assistance from the imagination, the
external tumour may be said to represent a
piece of black-pudding very faithfully, and
the likeness of the masticated part is quite
as faithfully pourtrayed by the parts within
the mouth. ’

3. At a farm-house in the country, I
had frequently, in passing, seen a fine

healthy boy running about minus a hand ;
and it occurred to me, naturally enough, that
the little urchin had been the subject of an
operation. In the course of time I was
made acquainted with the fact that the child

had been born without the hand. The
mother told me that during early preg-
nancy she had, for the first time, seen a

poor deformed idiot, an habitual way-side
annoyance, who was nearly powerless of
one side of his body, and had the hand of
the same side bent in such a manner upon
the arm as to give it the appearance of a

stump. This last circumstance shocked her
more than anything else, and she felt as if
a cold current passed through her body at
the moment, accompanied with a feeling of
horror, which frequently returned on recol-
lectin$! the " unsightlv obiect."

4. While stethoscoping a young female
I observed a peculiar mark over the right
scapula. On inquiring what had caused
it, she told me that she was born with the
mark. Some time after, I had an opportu-
nity of questioning the mother on the sub.
ject, when I got the following, what she
called " lee-like tale." A neighbour, an old
woman, and she were sitting at work near
an open window on a summer evening, when
her husband, from without, jokingly let drop
under her dress a bunch of black currants.
She sprung to her feet in great alarm, and
cried out, desiring to know what it was,
experiencing at the moment an indescri-
bable sensation, but was immediately satis-
fied, and had the fruit taken out. The old
woman instantly reproved the husband for
such levity, considering his wife’s state,
giving him to understand that many had
cause to regret such-like folly. From this
time it was held to be matter of certainty
that the child would be marked. The mark
is very much like a cluster of black cur-
rants. I was told that it is only during the
time the fruit is ripening that the mark is
full and distinct ! I could add at least
half-a-dozen cases of the same description,
the history of which I know.

, D. R. RANKIN.
Carluke, Feb. 18 1839.

D. R. RANKIN.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF

THE TEETH.

To tlte Editor of THE LANCET.
SiR :-Allow me to make a few observa-

tions on a paper read at the last meeting of
the Medical and Chirurgical Society, as

reported in THE LANCET, of February 2nd,
on the Persistent Nature of the Dental
Capsule, &c., by Alex. Nasmyth. Having
myself paid some considerable attention to
the subject of that author’s investigations,
more especially since the publication, in
M&uuml;ller’s .Archiven der jPPhysiologie of theM&uuml;ller’s Archiven der Physiologie, of the
researches of Retzius into the minute struc-
ture of the dental bone, and having, by care-
ful examination of accurately prepared sec-
tions, convinced myself of the correctness
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of the views entertained by that author, Pur- conclusion that the enamel is invested with

kinge, Muller, and Professor Owen, in our a membrane external to itself. As a dentist,
own country, I cannot hesitate to express and familiar with these organs, he must

my dissent from the doctrine laid down in have felt, in his daily practice, that such a
the paper referred to; and I cannot but notion was so surrounded with difficulties
regard it as one of those cases of over- as to be altogether untenable.
strained analogy to which the present zeal It is a fact perfectly well known to every
in physiological and anatomical research person of the slightest observation, that the
has given rise in more than a few instances; enamel, so far from being covered with a
as one of those ignesfatui by which, in mat- protecting membrane, is itself an inorganic
ters of scientific inquiry, we are so apt to covering for the protection of the organised
be dazzled and led into error. With all bone, and that it undergoes abrasion from
due respect for the zeal and perseverance in the first moment that the tooth enters upon
the investigations which have engaged their its function. That teeth, the eruption of
attention, by which the eminent physiolo- which has not advanced normally, may be
gists above named are distinguished, and, seen covered with the attenuated and half-
with an entire appreciation of the value of absorbed capsule, there can be no doubt;
the discoveries which have resulted from but that this is the case with those which
those labours, it will, I trust, be no sacri- have made their appearance in the ordinary
lege to express a distrust of some of the con- and natural manner is, I am convinced, as
clusions to which they have arrived. In incapable of demonstration as that a child
so far as they have unravelled the delicate continues enveloped in its membranes
and complex structure of the teeth, and that through life. Of this Mr. N. seems aware,
in a manner at once more skilful and satis- and he therefore takes refuge in an ample
factory than has yet been done, we should saving clause : he observes : This cap-
yield them all the honour of having made a sular covering continues throughout life,
great advance in the anatomical history of except it be worn vway by attrition." Now,
these organs. Yet, at the same time, while, we may be quite sure that this is the case
on the one hand, guarding against that scep- in every instance in which a tooth is nor-
ticism and jealousy of new views which are mally developed, and, therefore, what has
disgraceful alike to philosophy and huma- been said of an old law is true of this pro-
nity, we should, I apprehend, entertain a position,-that it is like a sieve through
wholesome caution against the fascinations which everything may be allowed to escape,
of mere novelty. That the structure of the -and the proposition would be little less
dental bone consists of tubes commencing in absurd, that the child continues enveloped
the parietes of the internal cavity of the tooth in its membranes through life except they
(cavitas pulp&aelig; and that these tubes which be ruptured at birth.
have been termed by Professor Owen calci- I will not pursue the analogy further ;
gerous tubes, from the circumstance of their the life of a tooth may be divided into two
containing the earthy salts, which enter so stages, the formative and the functional ;
largely into the composition of this struc- and it is obvious that the capsule belongs to
ture, run in every direction from the centre the first, and is removed when it ceases.

to the surface, where a free anastomosis What,then, is the value of the" physiologi-
takes place with their terminal branches, no cal and pathological observations " deduced
one who has been at the pains to investigate from this discovery? or must they not rather
the subject in the manner which Retzius be considered an useless expenditure of
has pointed out, can have any doubt. In a mind? To suppose that this view "will serve
carefully prepared longitudinal section, to reconcile many conflicting opinions con-
also, the membrane which the same author cerning the vitality of the teeth," or, " that
has pointed out as being interposed between the phenomena of disease are due to the
the bone and the enamel, may be distinctly vital powers of the different portions(?) of the
seen folded in between the fibres of the lat- persistent capsule," is to attribute effects to
ter structure, which have been described as a cause which has no existence. That mor-
hexagonal crystals, resting with one extre- bid sensibility of the teeth which is usually
mity ou the membrane just described, which described as their being set on edge, is

binds them up into clusters and thus gives unquestionably to be referred to the peri-
them protection and support : and this, I osteum ; and those who are at all accustomed
have no doubt, is the appearance to which to operations on these organs, know per-
Mr. N. alludes when he states, that he " was fectly well that no sensation is produced on
induced to attend to this subject from hav- the enamel under any circumstances, and
ing observed detached portions of membrane that it is not until this structure has been

floating from preparations of human teeth removed and the denuded bone is acted
which had been subjected to the action of upon that pain is experienced. I am, Sir,
acid." And it is equally surprising and your obedient servant,
unaccountable that, not content with so 
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simple and rational I an explanation, he e 
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should have arrived at the extraordinary


